Desktop Alerting Solution
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NetSupport Notify
Desktop Alerting Solution

From hospital to office to school campus,
there are so many different ways
NetSupport Notify can be used.

NetSupport Notify delivers a low-cost alerting
and desktop notification solution for any size
or type of organisation or school.

Alerts can be customised to match an
organisation/school colour scheme,

Money-saving solution
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NetSupport Notify
Mass notification tool

include a company/school logo
and/or play custom sounds.
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NetSupport Notify isn't just for the workplace;
in fact, it was originally developed as a mass
notification tool for use in schools.
For use in schools

Teachers can also use NetSuppot Notify
to request assistance with IT issues or help
with a challenging student.
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You can choose whether the message disappears
after a set period of time or you want each recipient
to acknowledge receipt. When they do, the system
records their acknowledgement on your
Notification Server.

In seconds staff can create a new alert with
a caption and supporting body text;
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NetSupport Notify Console
Servers

Caption

set a severity level to be shown on the alert;

History

Customise

Consultation Delay

Text

Options

Severity
Critical

You can view all previous alerts too, for a full history.
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Schedule...

choose if they want to schedule the alert
for later, become a recurring alert - or send
it immediately.

Send Now...
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Alerts can then be sent to everyone,
to specific departments or even just to
selected individuals or devices.
On large information panels, the messages will display full screen
and you can decide how long they remain visible.
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WAITING AREA

Emergency Room

Consultation Delay

On desktops, the message will be square and centred to
ensure it can't be missed.

The average wait time is now 45 minutes due
to an emergency.
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NetSupport Notify is the low-cost, scalable alerting and notification solution
built on 25 years of pedigree. Try it free for 30 days and see for yourself.

www.netsupportnotify.com

NURSE

Celebrating 25 years of software

